
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Hello my lovelies!        Year 3 Newsletter, 27.04.20 

Well, I hope that you’ve all had a good first week back and have settled into our new routines. 

The weekly grid is on our class page as normal, along with the varied resources that you will need over the week, plus you 

have some of your activities allocated on Purple Mash. (On the weekly grid I will say if there is an activity to do on Purple 

Mash for you.) The activities will appear on there as we go through the week, and the due date for each of them is Friday. 

For ones that you have to submit to me, I will then be able to read and check your work. I can check your work as you do it 

– make sure that you check the comments, including listening to any audio message I leave – that was working quite well in 

the first week back☺ If you have any questions, your grown-up can e-mail me, plus you could check in with a friend too. 

(e.hammett-kay@fairwayprimary.co.uk), plus there is a new class e-mail that will be appearing soon for you – as soon as you 

have it, switch to that. 

Thank-you for the pictures, videos and messages that you’ve been sending in. Special shout-outs this week go to… 

Max – awesome recorder playing – thank you for the very tuneful video! 

Amber Sm – starting a lock-down diary – what a great way to remember these strange times! 

Eva – for a super organised work station and a cheerful attitude! 

Lewis – super maths work and a determination to succeed – what a superstar! 

Jessica and Georgia – outstanding French work, including extended descriptive sentences – Wow! 

 

I’m hoping that I will soon be able to tweet more of the things that you send in – fingers crossed! 

        Stay busy, happy and healthy – miss you all!  Ms H-K x 
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 Literacy: this week’s writing focus will be 

carrying on with the non-fiction theme. You will 

produce a newspaper report by the end of the 

week, about May Day  - which is coming up this 

Friday, though without the normal May Day 

celebrations of course. You will need to think 

about your experience of Maypole dancing last 

year to help you, as well as researching the 

origins of May Day and how it is celebrated in 

different cultures today. 

Remember your daily reading – professional 

writers are forever saying that reading a lot 

was the key thing that developed them as 

writers, so read, read, read! 

 

 

TT Rock Stars: practise daily in 

the bandstand areas and the sound 

check. Challenge each other to 

competitions: who can make it to 

the top of the leader board?  

You should have made inverse cards 

by now, so remember to use them. 

Maths: you’re carrying on with 

fractions this week, thinking 

especially about tenths. Practise 

adding amounts of money to, and 

then partition the answer into whole 

£, tenths and hundredths of a £. 

Can you tell the time to the nearest 

minute from an analogue clock? If 

you can’t, then get practicing. 

Music: it’s not on the weekly 

planner as a slot, instead you need 

to be practicing daily with the 5 

notes we know (G, A, B, C and D). 

Start with daily scales, then play 

the pieces you have. Compose a new 

tune of 16 beats that repeats. 

 

Wider curriculum: what did you find out about the Iron Age 

last week? There are masses of resources on line, including 

videos showing reconstructions of Iron Age life, so start 

exploring. This week you will be looking at Iron Age 

settlements, getting a feel for what daily life would have been 

like. 

In French you are carrying on your work on animals and revising 

your work on colours – which means that you will be able to 

describe animals! Le petit chat est brun et blanc. 

You’ve got the first Circle Time to try at home – this may be 

strange for your grown-ups at first, and one of them will be 

leading it, so be patient, polite and supportive! It is on our class 

page and is timetabled for Friday.  

Don’t forget The Daffodils! How much can you recite now? 

 

  
  
  

Keep fit and active: the Joe Wicks 

link is on our Weekly Grid, plus 

remember to check out Cosmic Kids 

for yoga. 

Keep creating: there are lots of 

ideas on the weekly planner, plus the 

Book Illustrator project and 

Kandinsky’s Shapes are still there to 

explore. 

Purple Mash: you have your allocated 

tasks on there - remember that they 

will pop up as a 2 Do on your log-in.  

On the class page there is also a 

guide for grown-ups as to how to use 

Purple Mash.  

Remember to catch up on areas you’re 

still finding trickier☺. 

 

 


